Photo electron transfer / Magnetic field effects / Spin-orbit coupling
Introduction
The field of magnetokinetics, dealing with external and internal magnetic field effects (MFEs) on the kinetics of chemical reactions, has received growing interest in recent years [1] [2] [3] . Magnetokinetic effects, such as CIDNP, CIDEP, RYDMR, MARY, can provide powerful methods for gaining information on reaction mechanisms as a whole (only reactions in which unpaired electron spins are involved show the mentioned effects) as well as for the evaluation of rate constants of processes that cannot be observed directly, e.g. because they are too fast for usual detection methods.
A particularly interesting field of magnetokinetic applications are photoinduced electron transfer reactions. Usually there are several reaction channels available for the decay of a primary photochemical electron transfer product, one of them being fast backward electron transfer to the singlet ground state educts, a process that is spin-forbidden if the forward reaction occurs between a triplet excited donor or acceptor and a diamagnetic substrate.
The magnetokinetic effects that will be dealt with in this paper involve spin-orbit coupling (SOC) as the mechanism that is responsible for, in our case, triplet to singlet transitions in the primary redox [12] , the oxidation to the dicarboxylic acid according to Elliott et al. [13] , and the esterification according to Sprintschnik et al. [12] . The The efficiency of net electron transfer, t;ce, was determined by the saturation method, detecting the generated MV*-absorption at 600 nm as a function of the laser energy and extrapolating to saturation (/1/l¡fa°°ral¡on) [18] . Magnetic fields up to 3.2 were generated using a Bruker B-E15 magnet. The relative MFE on ^", Rn¡¡i:(B). defined as AA(B)-AA(B = QT) AA(B = 0T) was measured at 600 and 395 nm, the two absorption maxima of the MV+-(and PVS") radicals.
To measure /?,ce most accurately, especially at fields below 1 T, the continuous flow technique as described in Refs. [10, 19] 
Results and discussion
The kinetic parameters determined for the systems investigated are listed in Table 1 . [20, 21] c in CH3CN and H20, using data from Refs. [7, 22] , and Refs. [20, 21] , respectively d using data from Refs. [7, 13] e not available ' using data from Refs. [7, 22] . Adopting a value of kce = 5 IO9 s~l, following from the application of the Debye-Eigen equation to diffusion controlled dissociation of a pair of charged particles [23] , the values of kbeX listed in Table 2 Table 2 .
As demonstrated in Fig. 3 The absolute values of kbet exhibit a non-monotonic dependence on the number of bpy ligands, whereas the change in the thermodynamic driving force AGbet is probably monotonie (the value for = 1 is not yet available). A possible explanation of this relation would be that the change of systems scans just the top of the lg(&bet) vs. zlGbel Marcus parabola that has been confirmed experimentally in a number of recent publications [24, 25] .
In discussing the dependence of kbel on chemical changes of the RP, this parameter should be quantitatively related to the parameters of the explicit model suggested for the mechanism of backward electron transfer in Ref. [11] . Here we will confine ourselves to some qualitative arguments.
The parameters of the model are : kbel, the rate constant of hypothetically spin-allowed backward electron transfer, P¡ (i= T'±, T'0, 5"), the initial populations of the spin substates of the RP (where 5' is predominant singlet, T'± are appreciably singlet contaminated triplets, and T'0 is pure triplet), zig = gRu -gfrs,e ei., the deviation of the g tensor of the Ru complex from that of a free electron, and Dn a parameter determining an effective rate constant for establishing equilibrium between the group of RP substates and the S' substate.
From model calculations it follows that the absolute value of kbet is mainly determined by &bet and the singlet character s of the RP at the instant of its creation. The MFE R^s trongly depends on the initial singlet character s (decrease with increasing s), on the value of zig, and on Dr (decrease with increasing Dr).
In the explanation given above the variation of £be, has been implicitly attributed to an expected correlation kbel (z)Gbet) for the spin-allowed pro- The lack of correlation between the magnetic field effect and the absolute values of £bel and &ce, observed with the present variation of Ru ligands and electron acceptors, is difficult to understand in terms of the mechanistic model worked out theoretically in Ref. [11] . This discrepancy meets somehow with the physical inconsistencies arising in the parameter values, required for obtaining a quantitative fit to the experimental magnetic field dependence with the parent system Ru(bpy)3 + /MV2+ [11] . In such a fit a very high Z)r-value, incompatible with the explicit model assumption of rotational diffusion as the basic source of spin relaxation, has to be adopted. We expect that further progress in the proper understanding of these magnetic field effects will critically depend on the correct model of spin relaxation.
